
Earn on social 
media's content
Funbook for content makers



Monetize your social media 
content

With the acclaimed NFT technology, 
content trading has become simple. If you 
create content on Instagram or TikTok - 
Funrise is for you!

Funrise
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→  You can be the next!

Explosive growth 
in NFT popularity 
Big brands and world-famous celebrities use 
this technology 
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average NFT initial price

1745$
average resale price 

15mln $ 
average weekly NFT sales

3bln $ 
accounted for NFT sales in August 2021, 
drastically due to the growing interest in this 
technology from celebrities, corporations and 
individuals

Source: Nifty Gateway, BofA Global Research

How much can you earn 
on this



It's easy to 
start earning 
on Funrise 
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We have created a niche for trading 
posts from social networks and 
removed entry barriers for sellers

If you shoot a video on TikTok and post content 
on Instagram - Funrise is the easiest and fastest 
way to monetize your daily content.
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How it works
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Sign up for Funrise
We create your wallet 
automatically with 
registration 

Synchronize your 
social networks
TikTok, Instagram

Tell your followers 
about your NFT
And make money selling 
your content

Choose the posts 
you want to sell as 
NFT
Check this funbook for 
‘’packaging’’ ideas



Why would followers want to 
buy your NFT’s?
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This is an easy way to get 
closer to your favourite 

blogger, to own something 
unique that he produces

This is an opportunity 
to fundraise and invest 
in blogger's projects

This is an opportunity to 
assemble a unique collection 

that is dependant on the 
collector's concept 

This is an opportunity 
to make money on the 

resale 

$14 billion
NFT market size in 2021
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With Funrise it 
is possible to 

Trade your content from TikTok 
and Instagram easily 

Tease the release of new 
content
(slide 15)

Increase your popularity and 
attract a new target audience

Arrange "fundraising" campaigns 
to raise funds for a new project or 
charity
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We designed this funbook so that you 
can get inspired by ideas and bring 
them to life on Funrise

How?FU
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The popular model and artist Alison 
Harvard, who starred in “America's Next 
Top Model”, is now selling NFT photos of 
her turbulent youth
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Monetize your first social media posts

The first hundred selfies, posts on Insta or 
your debut TikToks. If you have or used to 
have several social networks, try to make 
different collections and see what your 
followers will like

The first posts 
collectionFU
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The starting price of 
each is — 2k $

idea #1



NBA Top Shot trades moments from 
basketball games and matches, and 
fans are actively collecting shots and 
rallies from specific players
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Challenges are one of the most popular 
formats on TikTok, they are diverse and 
viral, and therefore you can collect them 
endlessly

Offer your followers a selection of your own 
challenges that can become part of 
someone's collection

TikTok Challenges 
collectionFU
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The price of such moments 
reaches hundreds of 

thousands $
idea #2



Tiktoker Nathan Apodaka sold the NFT of 
his viral TikTok with a skateboard 
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A collection of your most popular posts

If your posts are liked by followers and collect 
hundreds and thousands of likes or 
comments, this is a great option for a 
collection. You can also categorize posts by a 
certain number of likes and arrange “teasers” 
or giveaways for posts that get a certain 
number of reactions

Top Posts 
collection 
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500K $ for TikTok

idea #3



The NFT of the drawing, 
created by the robot Sophia, 
sold at the auction
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Effects are very popular on TikTok and can 
be sold as a separate type of digital art on 
Funrise

Create a series of effects based on their 
theme, design and complexity.

TikTok effects 
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for almost 700K $

idea #4



The photo, which become history as Bad 
Luck Brian, sold for 36K $, the famous video 
"Leave Britney Alone" by Chris Crocker - for 
44K $ 
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Monetize your fails - create an exclusive 
collection of your biggest flops

Any blogger has a lot of unpublished content: 
unsuccessful selfies, video lulz, where nothing 
works either from the first or from the 10th 
shot. Today, anything that was once a 
mistake can become a rare collectable NFT 
(remember the “defective” stamps, which are 
hunted more than the usual ones)

Lulz and fails
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36K $

idea #5

44K $



DJ 3LAU was the first to 
tokenize his music album
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You can sell not existing content - NFT is 
great for releases, premieres and launches

Release an NFT of your new track or video, 
drop a TikTok or YouTube release - any 
premiere can be realized on Funrise in one 
click

Releases and 
premieresFU
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he earned $ 11 million on its sale 

idea #6



Yohji Yamamoto's archival 1980s wool coat 
was exhibited as NFT and sold. In addition 
to the digital copy, the customer received a 
real coat.
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If you love shopping, things, accessories 
and your followers often vote on which 
outfit to buy and what to wear — use your 
photos and video reviews from fitting rooms 
and dressing rooms and sell them as NFT

* also can apply to any items: care, cosmetics, accessories, etc. In 
addition, this case is great for new types of collaborations with 
brands if you are a lifestyle blogger.

Online fitting 
roomFU
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13К $ for the NFT wool coat 

idea #7



Eminem presented a collection based on items 
that the rapper collected and admired as a 
child - from comics to collectable cards, toys 
and figurines
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Do you know that some of the most 
popular NFTs are “cards” with athletes or 
moments from different games? 

Now imagine that if you are a dedicated fan, 
go to all the matches and capture the best 
moments in your TikToks, reels and stories - 
you can monetize it!

Fan diary
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How to 
“package” 
content?

You can exhibit piece 
goods
for sale

For instance, you sell the NFT 
of your only selfie on Instagram 
in a single copy. It means, the 
buyer purchases 1 specific 
NFT- asset

idea #1
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How to 
“package” 
content?
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You can exhibit one 
asset in several copies

For example, you sell 20 
NFTs of your most popular 
TikTok. The buyer can 
purchase the amount he 
needs (chooses himself). In 
this case, the price is 
indicated for 1 copy.

idea #2
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How to 
“package” 
content?

(!) Collections on the NFT market are 
extremely popular, the more 
interesting/unusual /crazy their concept 
- the higher are the chances they will 
"take off".
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You can create 
collections 

For instance, you sell your 
challenges from 2015 to 
2016. The buyer can 
purchase several 
challenges or the entire 
collection 

idea #3
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Сan I sell 
anything 
apart from 
digital 
object?

You can offer your followers all kinds of things. For 
instance, you sell the NFT of your TikTok and 
additionally promise the buyer:

■ Sweatshirt with your autograph

■ The opportunity to visit you on the set

■ Repost your post

■ Anything you want (there are 
examples on the market when people 
sold their services, consultations and 
even body parts. No restrictions!)

(!) whether or not to offer any additional things is solely at 
the discretion of the seller, this is not necessary, but it 
increases the value of the asset in the perception of the 
buyer
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How to 
define the 
cost of an 
asset?

The cost of NFT assets is determined 
only by you. To help you navigate 
pricing, we created the Funrise 
Popularity Index

coming soon
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The index takes into account the number 
of followers, the average cost of a similar 
type of content in the market, the number 
of views, and much more. 

The higher your popularity index, the 
more you can earn! (and the more 
transparent the pricing will be for the 
user).



If you are now at the beginning of your 
career and the number of your 
subscribers is very modest, do not 
hesitate to upload your content, even for a 
low price.

Because what costs little today may turn 
out to be an exclusive and desirable asset 
tomorrow (you never know)
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Don't wait for a “better” moment 
- the best moment at Funrise is 
now!
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and 
more
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Funrise offers PR 
mechanics for your 
posts on the platform
For instance, for the user who 
purchased your post at the highest 
price, we will add 20% from 
ourselves on top

Mutual social media pr
We tell about your drops to our 
audience in social networks

Regressive 
commission from sales 
volume
When your sales volume goes up, 
your Funrise commission goes down 
(from 10 to 2.5%)

We are always open to 
collaborations, ideas 
and non-standard 
promotions
Email us on  hello@funrise.io
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Why Funrise

Automatic linking and verification 
of an account via social networks

We are eco-conscious and do not 
harm nature (we work on an 
eco-blockchain)

Own 
popularity indexAbility to upload content directly 

from social media
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coming soon



info@funrise.io

Entropy Media BV 
Amsterdam 

All you need is… 
content

mailto:info@funrise.io

